Meeting Goals:

- Reflect on Bucholz and Keeton Presentation
- Review of scope and tabled action chart to consider where we go
- Identify if we want to test the role of this task group with Steering Committee

8:30 AM  Introductions, Reminder of Protocol of the Group, and approval of 5/18 Minutes

- Be present with a clear mind & open heart
- Listen generously across difference, with the boundary of self-care
- Ask for what you need → with a boundary around expecting all of your needs to be met by others
- Speak your truth while tending to the impact of your words
- To honor complexity → with a boundary against hard assumptions

8:35 AM  Reflections and Lessons from Bucholz and Keeton

- Review of takeaways from both Presenters
- Followup question and answers (Jane and Pat)
- Group conclusions

9:15 AM  Next Steps

- Review of Scope and Tabled Actions Chart
- Pose next steps of this task group with Steering Committee?

9:45 AM  Public Comment

10:00 AM  Adjourn